BABY FEG
HOLD BABY FEG EARN FEG
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
OFFICIAL LINKS
●

Official Website - https://babyfeg.io/

●

Rewards Calculator - https://babyfeg.io/rewards-calculator/

●

Purchase on PancakeSwap - https://pancakeswap.finance/swap

●

BabyFEG on BSCScan - BABYFEG (BBFEG) Token Tracker | BscScan

●

Doxxed Dessert Finance Audit - Dessert Finance Audit

●

Tech Audit - TECH AUDIT

SOCIALS
●

Telegram - https://t.me/baby_feg

●

Twitter - https://twitter.com/Baby_FEG

●

Reddit - https://www.reddit.com/r/BABYFEG/

●

Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/babyfegfamily/

●

Youtube - BABYFEG - HOLD AND EARN FEG

●

Medium - https://babyfeg.medium.com/

CONTACT MANAGEMENT
●

https://babyfeg.io/
❖ At the bottom of the official Website, submit your email
along with any questions or proposals you may have.

babyfeg.io

GENERAL INFO

1. Q - Where can I find charts for BabyFeg?
A - You can click on the link of the chart logo

on the

main website beside the other social links or you may click
the links posted below.
BABYFEG BSC DexTools *(track 24hr volume)* DEXTools
BABYFEG BSC Poocoin

PooCoin

2. Q - What is the contract address for BabyFeg?
A - You can find the contract address on the main website or copy
paste from below.
Contract Address

0x5e8f1ac3930461a467c3a4fa349d7cfa6f211c8f

3. Q - What are the token metrics?
A - You can find details of the token metrics on our main website
posted below.

BabyFEG website

https://babyfeg.io/

4. Q - Is BabyFeg SAFU?
A - Yes! BabyFeg’s contract has been renounced, the liquidity has
been locked, the team has had two audits done, they have been
doxxed by Dessert Finance as well as audited by Tech-Audit. Links
to those are posted above.

babyfeg.io

5. Q - How often will I receive my rewards/ Why aren’t they showing
up?
A - The redistribution of rewards varies depending on volume and
the total amount that you have. If there is low volume expect to
wait a little bit longer period of time usually within 24 - 48
hours for each distribution. Once the volume picks up you may
receive rewards more frequently up to two or three times a day!
6. Q - Is there a minimum amount of tokens needed to be able to
collect rewards?
A - Yes, the minimum amount of tokens required to begin
collecting rewards is 200,000 BabyFEG tokens.

7. Q - How can I claim my rewards?
A - Rewards are distributed automatically to your wallet so no
need to manually claim. However if you wish you may claim rewards
by buying as little as 1 BabyFEG token.

8. Q - How can I track my rewards?
A - There are a couple ways you can keep track of your rewards.
●

Download the FEGtrack app from the ios store or the google
play store. Simply paste your wallet address in the app and
your rewards should show.

●

You can also use your web browser and go to either FEGstats
or FEGtrack. Links to these are posted below.

FEGtrack web

https://fegtrack.app/

FEGstats

https://fegstats.com/#/

babyfeg.io

9. Q - How can I calculate future rewards depending on volume?
A - We have a rewards calculator that allows you to plug in any
specific 24hr volume along with your total token amount which
will calculate your rewards over time.
BabyFeg rewards calculator
10.

https://babyfeg.io/rewards-calculator/

Q - How does BabyFEG affect the FEGtoken Project?

A - With every purchase of BabyFEG 7% of that buys FEGtoken and
redistributes it to the holders so with every transaction we are
helping to burn the total supply of FEG thus helping decrease the
total amount of circulating tokens,allowing for positive price
pressure to increase the value of FEGtoken over time.
11.

Q - Is BabyFEG an official partner of FEGtoken?

A - We are not an official FEGtoken partner, however we do
support the FEGtoken project and are a helping hand in its
ecosystem.
12.

Q - Why is 1 billion the maximum amount of tokens one may

hold?
A -

This is to prevent whales from purchasing too much of the

supply which could have a negative effect on the price if they
decided to dump.
13.

Q - Are we affiliated with any charity?

A - Yes! The third largest holder which contains 2% of the supply
is the charity wallet which will be used to donate to PASA (Pan
African Sanctuary Alliance) to help our gorilla families in need.
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